
Rescue Rangers. Narc. Image Fight, If lax, 
Splatterhouse, Lou/ 'C Man. after Burner 2. 
Super Monaco CP. Cosmo Tank. Curse <£ more! 



$5.00 OFF 

One company makes the hottest games 
for play on your Nintendo*— TENGEN. 
Tengen's awesome library includes all-time 
hits like After Burner" Rolling Thunder" and 
ShinobC And new, great titles like KhvC 
RBF Baseball 2 and Ms. Pac-Man 

Now, you can have a blast playing 
Tengen's games — and get cash back! 

That's right, for a limited time, buy any 
Tengen game from your favorite retailer, 
and you can get a $5.00 rebate for each 
game directly from Tengen! Just use the 
coupon; it's got all the details. 

Hurry! This hot summer deal to get 
$5.00 off the best hits won't last long! 

1-800-2 TENGEN 





INTERNATIONAL OUTLOOK.22 
Our undercover sources in Japan discloses all the latest 

information from the Land of the Rising Sun! Take a look at 
incredible new softs now on Japanese store shelves like Ghouls 
and Ghosts for the NEC Super Grafx, a game that's even better 
than the Genesis 16-Bit version! Also get first looks at Formation 
Armed ’P for the PC Engine, Strider and DJ Boy on the Sega 
Mega Drive and Power Blazer from Taito for Nintendo. 

ARCADE ALLEY.26 
Grab your quarters and get set for the best the arcade has to 

offer! This month check out Williams' new Robotron update, 
SMASH TV, one of the most intense games ever created! 

EGM GAME-OF-THE-MONTH!!! 
Tecmo's NINJA GAIDEN 2.51 

Ryu returns to help Irene escape the clutches of an evil even 
more powerful that the dreaded Jaquio! With the help of some 
mysterious allies, the Ninja GaiDen must return to the worlds of 
danger to rescue his girl and rid the planet of the Dark Sword of 
Chaos, a weapon of supreme power and destruction. With it a 
new master of darkness, the ruthless Ashtar, plans to enslave the 
entire world, unless one Ninja can meet his challenges. The Nin¬ 
ja GaiDen experience returns with a new storyline, new cinema 
displays and even better graphics and game play than before! So 
strap yourself in for a tour of EGM’s game-of-the-month! 

ELECTRONIC GAMING EXPRESS....28 
Be prepared to view the exclusive first pictures of what may 

eventually prove to be the ultimate Nintendo peripheral from 
Canadian game masters, Camerica! Check out the Nintendo CD- 
ROM player that will allow you to play games on CDs that plug 
right into your Nintendo! You'll also find a test drive of SNK's new 
16-Bit console, the NEO-GEO and the games it plays! 

REGULAR FEATURES 

We travel to Japan once 
again to bring you a peek at 
the latest softs available for 
play! 

Participate in the most biz¬ 
arre game show in history 
as you step up as a con¬ 
testant on SMASH TV! 

Ninja 2 is a blockbuster se¬ 
quel with all the good looks 
and play of a mega-hitl 
EGM’s Game-of-the-Month! 

16-Bit excitement explodes 
with three new games for 
the Genesis and a creepy 
cult favorite on Turbo 
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Gaming Gossip 20 
Next Wave 32 
Tricks of the Trade 40 

Nintendo Player 56 
Turbo Champ 62 
Outpost: Genesis 68 
GameBoy Club 74 
Atari Adventure 78 
Team High Scores 80 
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FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT 

The Genesis/Turbo 

Debate Concludes... 
ie NEC TurboGrafx-16 

consequences of our decision went far-beyond normal boundaries. 

Genesis in terms of play ap 

position clearly, indicating that great so 

/e originally decided to run these article 

baling to other gamers like you. Although it f 

1 Despite the fact th; 

better understanding of what game concepts are stronger th 
Most game manufacturers have been able to appreciate 

that EGM plays to today's game playing public. NEC in par 

help them get more out of video gaming. Although it is much hard 
remain objective in the face of less controversial publications, it 
not to waiver from this philosophy. 

sure to pick up much more support. With several other hardware i 
debut soon we most certainly we'll re-address the system deb 

STEVE HARRIS 
Editor 
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Bionic Commando. 
Experience the Power 
of a One-Man Army. 



TO MMC OR 
NOT TO MMC... 



WHAT DO 
FAT RILEY, 

TOMMY LASORDA 
AND 

ARNOLD PALMER 
HAVE M COMMON? 



THEY ALL PLAY BA 

PAT RILEY’S SLAMMIN’AND 
Check the stats and pick your players. Run the fast 
Defend with man-to-man or zone. Hit the three-pointer, shoot a jumper, drive 
the lane or baseline. Slam dunk straight on, from the side or backwards. Block 
shots or shoot free-throws. With this game, it’s all your call. 

Imagine setting your defense like Tommy Lasorda, pulling off a full court 
press like Pat Riley, or playing the wind to cut the dogleg like Arnold Palmer 

Only Genesis® captures the realism of professional sports. With high 
definition graphics and three-dimensional figures that look, move 
and feel like the real thing. With 16-bit power Genesis increases the 



depth and quality of play beyond the capability of any 8-bit system. But, then, 
when you remember that it comes from Sega?the 

master of arcade entertainment,you , I rf~V 
might just say you knew that’s the 

way it would be all along. It’s a whole new ballgame. 
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JJs! 
SLUMJj'jj 

Nintendo - Tecmo 
Ninja GaiDen 2 

Type:Action Release:Now 
■Levels: 7 DifficultyiAvg. 

Nintendo - Capcom 

Rescue Rangers 
Type: Action Release: June 

.1 »..oie- a Difficulty:Avg. 



Available Now! 



Nintendo - Acclaim 
Bigfoot 

Type: Sports Release: June 
Levels: 9 Difficulty.Easy 







Slay a dragon, cross a river of fire. 
But be careful. A wrongntove could 

bring your quest to an untimely end. 
A whole world of options are at 

your command with 
dynamic graphics to bting 

the dark mysteries of the 
Middle Ages to life. 

J The question is...are 
fcW* you up to the challenge 

Jf £ of Castle Shadowgate? 

Can you outwit and overcome the 
thoroughly-evil Warlock Lord? His 
mysterious spell holds Castle Shadowga 
captive. Dozens of hidden pitfalls and 
nasty entities lurk in every comer. 

Probe along menacing stone ' 
corridors looking for hidden 
passageways. Discover 
mysterious artifacts in dark « 
chambers^ GJues are there 
for those bold enough, 
and wise enough. 
I'orclies. Keys. fj 

RISE THE SCREAMS OF THE UNDEAD 







GAMING GOSSIP 





INTERNATIONAL OUTLOOK 
NEWS, Previews anti info Prom Around the Electronic Coming world... 





If you don’t see It—ask for it! 









ELECTRONIC GAMING EXPPRESS. 

SUPER FAMICOM UPDATE...16-BIT 

NINTENDO CLOSE TO PRODUCTION!! 





NEC To Show Turbo Express at CES... 

First On-Hands Tests Reveal Superiority 

The Turbo Express I 



Each big issue of 
ELECTRONIC 
GAMING MONTHLY is 
loaded with behind- 
the-scenes info, 
previews of un¬ 
released games, and 
cart reviews that you 
can trust! 

Also get exclusive 
U.S. National Video 
Game Team endorse¬ 
ments, contests, high 
scores, secret code 
trading cards, and tip 
booklets that have all 
the tricks and 
strategies you need to 
amaze your friends 
and play like a pro on 
all the newest games! 

You get all this and 
more in each full color 
issue of ELECTRONIC 
GAMING MONTHLY... 
THE video game 
resource! 

MONTHLY 
* FULL COLOR! 
* TIP BOOKLETS! 
* PREVIEWS! 
* HIGH SCORES! 
* CODE CARDS! 
* CONTESTS! 
* PLUS MUCH, 

MUCH MORE! 

I WANT TO PLAY LIKE A PRO! 
VPCI I want to subscribe to ELECTRONIC 
1C01 GAMING MONTHLY for the low price of 

$19.95 for a full year (that’s 12 incredible 
issues for 50% off the cover price). 

id the above form, with a t ■ money order for $19.95 to: 

SENDAI PUBLICATIONS, INC. 
1920 Highland Ave 
Suite 300 - Dept. A 
Lombard, IL 60148 





Tbchnos! 
Now with the hottest 

2-plaver action anywhere! 

River City Ransom. 
It’s you and your buddy versus the mean¬ 

est, baddest drug lord in town. He’s holding 
the entire high school hostage, and only the 
two of you can expel him. 

You’ll both go to battle against ghoulish 
gangs and depraved dropouts. Along the way, 
you’ll gain extra power and strength. And you’I 
need all you can get. School’s out forever, 

lECHFIOS 
amERican lEO-mos me- 









[Nintendo] 

L) TOHO CO, LTD. £^,“£5 
, -1 

From the tompany that brought ; 
you GODZILLA tomes- jzrf 
THE GREATEST GAME 
M ON EARTH!" A 











WamingiTheFol 
Chills, Dizziness And 



owingMay Cause 
StoraiessOf Breath. 

The Lynx portable game system is every bit as good 
as home systems. 

It has great color and sharpness like a big screen TV. 
It has deep levels of play on popular and new games. 
And on some games, you will be able to link up to 

eight Lynxes so everybody can play together. 
It’s enough to give you chills. 
And make our competitors sick. 
It’s available at all major toy and electronic retailers. 

Call l-800-«3-8020for . ■ yp-fr 
the dealer nearest you. 







YOU COULD BE THE CHA 
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NINJA CAIDEN TAKES ON THE METAL MASTERS...ANTHRAXU 

mnjmm 
FHE DARK bWOJ 

O* V 
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EGM GAME-OF-THE-MONTH! 
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MADDEST RACE •*>%$ 
IN OUTER SPACE! 







Power-up Your Standard weapons 





HEY! Now you con hove 
Nickelodeon anywhere. 

It's a Magazine...It's a Club...It's a Store. 
THE NICKELODEON MAGAZINE 

Month after month Nick Magazine brings 
you the coolest stuff about: 

Your Favorite Celebrities—Hear what Ihey have 
to say and see which one gets slimed next. 
Game Zone—The toughest mazes and word 
benders around. 
Nicktoons—Featuring comics like Pork Avenue 
and Flat Cat. Cheds 'em out. 
Nick Rocks—A rock 'n' roll photo quiz with the 
freshest groups. 

THE NICK STORE 
Get special "Kids Only" prices. 

Each month you can order the coolest books, 
compact discs, cassettes, videos, posters, hard to 
find Nick hats, r-shitts and other great stuff. 

Ms Hi 
THE NICK CLUD CARD 

Don’t Grow Up Without It! 
Your own 3-D hologram card will get you 
special offers or discounts at these places. 

qlr 
“TCBV” 

The Country k Best Hbgurt* 
AND MANY MORE TO COME. 
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GAME LEVELS 
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tSE 
THE EXPLODES INTO WAR!!\ 



. 



BLAST PAST THE COMPETITION IN THE 
ULTIMATE 16-BIT RACE OF YOUR LIFE!!! 



; will be severely tested by the 

take the 

the blocks. To master Daedalian OpusT' 
achieve the art of victory. 

Daedalian Opus ” (dr-da'ie-an s 



Manufacturer: Sega 
Machine: Genesis 
Cartridge Size: 4 Meg 
Number of Levels: 23 
Theme: Shooter 
Difficulty: Average 
Number of Players: 1 
Available: July 1990 

FACT -FILE 

COMPLETE 

W ____^ 
TAKE OFF! Take off in 

^ ^ - REFUEL , 

.i,ic xi rj 
1 "" BONUS! 1 

1 iff 















FROM THE EDITORS OF ELECTRONIC GAMING MONTHLY... 

The Ultimate ALL-SEGA Magazine! 
Finally, a magazine made 
exclusively for owners of the 
Sega Master System and 
Sega Genesis! Introducing 
Mega Play, the first full-color 
publication with all the tips, 
tricks, reviews, and pre¬ 
views a Sega fan could ever 
want! Each quarterly issue 

HONEST MULTI-REVIEWS BY 
FOUR TOP PLAYERS! 

FIRST-LOOKS AND PREVIEWS 
OF NEW MASTER SYSTEM 
AND GENESIS GAMES! 



TOR SCORE CLUB 

UK DEO CAME 

HIGH SCORES 
Effective May 1990 

f. 

Came of the Month High Scores!! 

This Month's Came... , <2> ^ 
SUPER MARIO BROS. 3 

Larry Moreno 7SOr9iO 



and Release Dates of Your Favorite 
TOHO VIDEO GAMES? 

THEN CALL THE 

TOHO VIDEO GAME 

(708) 916-7665 

Talk directly to the game playing pros at Toho and find out 

about the hottest info on Toho's great game, 

as well as additional news on all of Toho's exciting new 

products like CIRCUS CAPER! 

Call us today for super tips and tricks on 

and ask our staff of champs for more information on 

joining the to receive even more 

updates on the galaxy of great games from Toho! 

GET YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED! 



CAME OVER! 



^Nintendo, 



CSC IMAGESCFT INC 



RET sAVAfi 
Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines 

from years gone by before they are lost forever. 

Thanks goes out to everyone who makes this possible. 
Starting with the original writers and editors, 

to all the people involved in acquiring and 
digitizing these magazines. 

People interested in helping us out. 
in whichever way possible. 

Either by donating magazines, scanning, 
editing or helping in the distribution, 

visit us as www.retromags.com 

We are only interested in preserving magazines 
which are published prior to the year 2000. 

We have no desire, nor intent to profit 
from these scans in any way. 

So please. 
if you come across people trying 

to sell these releases. 


